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Abstract. Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) is rapidly becoming an
emerging and fast-growing research field; however, its adoption in healthcare is
still at the early stage despite the potential that XAI can bring to the application
of AI in this industry. Many challenges remain to be solved, including setting
standards for explanations, the degree of interaction between different stakeholders and the models, the implementation of quality and performance metrics,
the agreement on standards for safety and accountability, its integration into
clinical workflows, and IT infrastructure. This paper has two objectives. The
first one is to present summarized outcomes of a literature survey and highlight
the state-of-the-art for explainability including gaps, challenges, and opportunities for XAI in healthcare industry. For easier comprehension and onboarding to
this research field we suggest a synthesized taxonomy for categorizing explainability methods. The second objective is to ask the question if applying a novel
way of looking at explainability problem space, through a specific problem/domain lens, and automating that approach in an AutoML similar fashion,
would help mitigate the challenges mentioned above. In the literature there is a
tendency to look at the explainability of AI from model-first lens, which puts
concrete problems and domains aside. For example, the explainability of a patient's survival model is treated the same as explaining a hospital cost procedure
calculation. With a well-identified problem/domain that XAI should be applied
to, the scope is clear and well-defined, enabling us to (semi-) automatically find
suitable models, optimize their parameters and their explanations, metrics,
stakeholders, safety/accountability level, and suggest means of their integration
into clinical workflow.
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Interpretability, Explainability, Explainable AI, XAI, AI in Healthcare.
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Introduction

The lack of explainability and transparency of state-of-the-art artificial intelligence
(AI) systems is one of the main reasons why AI is not yet (fully) trusted and hence
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widely deployed in many real-world problems, including healthcare problems. World
Health Organization (WHO) recently published a set of guidelines for the future of AI
in healthcare, which include "ensuring explainability" [1]. Healthcare can uniquely
benefit from the applications of AI, e.g., saving a significant number of lives through
early diagnosis or drug development; however, it also poses unique challenges and
risks if AI is not carefully implemented and used. Healthcare benefits from AI models
working together with humans, assisting humans in decision making, for example, in
diagnosis and prognosis. Explainable AI models can be of high value in holding AI
models and assisted decision-making systems accountable [2], which is vital for their
applications in healthcare. Accountable Machine Learning is another emerging topic
that is related to the explainability of AI, and the machine learning (ML) systems. ML
systems encompass ML models, supporting infrastructure, hardware, and processes
etc. Explainability in this context is used to enable the system to justify its outputs,
meaning its decisions, predictions and even the reasoning process in some cases,
which is an important part of accountability of a system [3].
The first objective and main contribution of this paper is to present the outcomes of
the literature survey that we have done and to create a taxonomy that summarizes as
many aspects of XAI as possible into a ”simple” structure. The guiding idea is to
categorize and make the vast knowledge quicker addressable, foster joint understanding and easier comprehensibility of the field as well as to highlight the state-of-the-art
for explainability as well as the gaps, challenges, and opportunities explainable artificial intelligence faces in the healthcare industry.
In the literature there is a tendency to look at the explainability from model-first
lens approach, putting the concrete problems and domains aside. Examples of such
approach would be: 1) applying black-box XAI methods after training without considering how to reformulate the problem to be explainable, 2) without considering the
users of the model, 3) without considering the recipients of the explanation and 4)
applying the same XAI methods to different problems in different domains. Considering this, our second objective is to pose a question whether applying a novel way of
looking at the explainability problem space by applying a so-called ”problem/domain
lens” approach would help the adoption of explainable AI in healthcare. The proposed
approach is looking at the domain and problem that the ML models are trying to solve
and based on that offers guidance on what XAI methods with what parameters, what
form of explanations, what stakeholders, what regulations should be looked at. Furthermore, automating that approach in an AutoML similar way, would help mitigate
the challenges mentioned above.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: after looking at current research in
the Section 2, we will identify the challenges in Section 3. This is followed by Section
4, in which we will show an example of the proposed approach for the healthcare
industry.
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Current Outlook on XAI

Explainable AI (XAI) and its application to healthcare is an emerging research field
influenced by regulatory frameworks and research programs such as DARPA XAI
[4], GDPR [5] and impending Artificial Intelligence Act [6]. Although this field is not
completely new, it has been exponentially growing since the launch of DARPA XAI
program [4] in 2017. For example, between February and July of 2021, there were
around 6,500 new papers published mentioning “Explainable AI” and around 8,500
mentioning “Interpretable AI” [7, 8]. This is an incredible rate of increase of publications which shows the difficulties to keep track of for the researchers in the field.
XAI is a multi-disciplinary research field influenced by psychology, philosophy,
sociology, human-computer interface, and education, where the recipient of the explanation is important. However, this field is still immature in its applications to reallife situations, and there is work to be done by the research community to establish
mutual understanding and standards for definitions, safety, metrics, etc. Let’s look at
the proposed definitions for XAI. In the literature, e.g. [9], the “Interpretability” is
defined as the quality or feature of a model providing enough expressive data to understand how the model works. In literature the term domain is noted as relevant for
the interpretability [9, 10], with some authors such as [10] are arguing that interpretability is inherently domain specific.
On the other hand, “Explainability” can be defined as the ability of models to
summarize the reasons for their behavior, gain the trust of users or produce insights
into the causes of their decisions [11]. Explainability entails the definition of an explanation. “Explanation” is defined in the literature [12, 13] as a statement, fact or
situation that tells one why something happened. There are several desired facts to
explanations such as accuracy, fidelity, consistency, stability, comprehensibility, relevance, and certainty [14]. A good explanation needs to be produced responsibly and
evaluated rigorously. In [15] the authors bring an important aspect in addition to the
definitions above: “The explainability of an AI systems behavior needs to consider
different dimensions: 1) who is the receiver of that explanation, 2) why that explanation is needed, and 3) in which context and other situated information the explanation
is presented.” This again brings us to the domain and problem relevancy.
Model interpretability can be intrinsic or post-hoc (external). Intrinsic means that
the interpretability is achieved by restricting the complexity of the ML model at the
time of building while post-hoc means that interpretability is achieved by applying
methods that analyze the model after training and generate an explanation [14]. In
case of intrinsically interpretable models, the explanation is the model itself.
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In the literature, we found somewhat different but related categorizations of the
methodology used for applying XAI. We consolidated the different points of view and
combined them into following categorization of XAI that is adapted from [9, 14, 1621, 29]:
• Model Design: Intrinsic, post-hoc.
• Scope: Local (explaining just one instance of prediction), global (explaining entire
model behavior).
• Relevancy to Model: Model-specific, model-agnostic.
• Methodology: Example-based, simplification-based, feature relevance-based,
perturbation-based, back propagation-, gradient-based, ontology-based.
• Timing: Pre-model, in-model, post-model.
• Presentation: Visualization, text explanation, mathematical explanation.
• Data Type: Text, tabular, image, graphs.
So far, many applications of XAI are on deep learning models due to their powerful but opaque nature with the goal to provide easy model-agnostic explanation of
already designed models. In the literature, most used approaches are post-hoc modelagnostic, which means that they can be applied to “any” black-box models after they
have been trained (e.g., in literature we see high usage of XAI methods focused on
local instances such as LIME [22], feature relevance-based SHAP [23] or Partial Dependence Plot [24], backpropagation or gradient-based such as Attribution Maps or
DeepLIFT [25]). The main benefit of post-hoc specific models is their flexibility to be
applied to any existing or new machine learning models without the need to understand the structure and internal functioning of the model. The opposite of post-hoc
methods are intrinsically interpretable models where the model itself can be used for
explanation, see [10] for details. An example of those are the visual transformers
which are gaining traction due to the explanations given by their built-in attention
map, and we see their usage increasing in healthcare applications, for example in [38,
39]. We also see increased usage of model-specific methods (such as Grad-CAM
[26]) for deep learning networks. Model-specific XAI methods are generally using
some of the model-specific architecture to create explainability such as removing the
last layer and creating a class activation heatmap, as described in [26].
Explainability of a machine learning model needs to be presented in different ways
to different stakeholders as they will need a personalized view and level of depth.
Following a workflow of a usual ML project, the stakeholders could be summarized
into the following categories which are synthetized from [12, 20, 27]: Model Builder
(data scientist/ML developer, ML ops or IT/Dev ops engineer), Model Breakers (domain experts, business decision makers, auditors) and Model Consumers (provider of
the solution/service using the ML model, end user of the model).
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Opportunities, Gaps and Challenges

With reference to above mentioned points, below is an attempt to outline the most
important areas that the future research in XAI should address. We haven’t classified
the points in opportunities, gaps, and challenges as we believe that each of the points
represents a gap and offers an opportunity or challenge based on how well the point is
addressed. All below-mentioned points are relevant for applying XAI to the
healthcare domain:
• Definition of the terms: Agree upon definitions of interpretability and explainability, agree upon vocabulary and taxonomy of XAI methods, see [9-11, 14, 16-21,
29].
• Explanations: Reach an agreement what are good, human-friendly explanations,
perform more exploration of the human-computer-interaction aspect of explanations such as visualization, using concepts or ontologies, etc. Create benchmarking
models for the quality of explanations, automatic generations of explanations from
the ML model, and reducing human subjectivity. Investigate legal implications of
explanations provided, etc. See [12-15, 17, 29] for details.
• Quality and performance metrics: Create frameworks for the evaluation of performance and definition of agreed upon metrics for measuring and benchmarking
XAI methods, see [9, 10, 13, 14]. An interesting interpretability challenge was
found in the user study carried out with data scientists by [28] with the results of
the study indicating that data scientists tend to over-trust and not correctly use the
interpretability tools which can have dangerous implications.
• ML Ops: Integration and automation of XAI methods into ML model life cycle
and deployment model, see [12, 20, 27, 28].
• Safety: We need to further research on security of explainability of AI, including
methods to prohibit the fooling of XAI methods through perturbations and randomized input as well as methods to mitigate inferring private and sensitive information through explanations, see [9, 10, 13, 17, 19-21]. In addition, XAI methods
could be relevant to expose risks entailed in the large parameter natural language
models such as GPT-3 [34] whose usage is growing. We are just becoming aware
of additional security risks that could be impactful in healthcare. In [35] the authors
claim that such models can memorize parts of the training data within their parameters. This means that it is possible to carry out attacks to retrieve potentially privacy-sensitive information that were present in the training data.
• Regulations: Create regulatory and legislative framework for XAI involving fairness, protection of privacy, truthfulness of explanations and accountability, see [10,
14, 18].
• Human - ML model collaboration: Are there ways to work on creating explainability jointly and interactively using novel XAI methods and create a dialog and
collaboration between human and the ML model to be interpreted? There is a lack
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of methods to generate feedback from human to ML model (the so-called machine
teaching). Define a clear framework of integration into human workflows. See [9,
10, 14, 18] for details.
In addition, we foresee the need for specific adjustments in healthcare such as specialized interfaces for various medical situations, e.g., for emergency room or surgery
preparations, more rigorous definitions of data privacy, more comprehensive processing guidelines to ensure patient safety as well as a more rigorous definition of the
level of explanation to be provided. The topics of integrating XAI into healthcare
workflows, accountability, and safety of the XAI methods used are very important for
healthcare. Furthermore, creating and implementing a special auditing process or
framework with safeguards checks for XAI for healthcare could be beneficial to facilitate fairness, safety, stability, and fidelity of XAI.
Another potential restriction is to audit the quality of the data used with the goal to
ensure that the data that the machine learning systems have been trained on is not of
low quality, not biased or perhaps even wrongly annotated data and to ensure that
there is no privacy-sensitive information leak. We believe that data access is a bigger
issue in XAI in healthcare, and healthcare research overall as it is very difficult to
obtain data in the first place. In fact, an interesting area for the future research could
be the explainability of the synthetic data in healthcare. As there are difficulties in
obtaining the access and sharing health data for research, we believe that next to federated learning, there will be more realistic looking synthetic health data produced.
We believe this could be an interesting area of research due to difficulties with obtaining and cleaning training data as the research community will need to prove the quality of training the model using synthetic data and that models trained in such a fashion
generate well on real patients’ data without the risk of exposing any privacy-sensitive
information.

4

Recommendations for Applying a Problem/Domain
Approach to Interpretability and Explainability

In section 3, we highlighted the main gaps/issues for XAI which are slowing down the
adoption of AI in healthcare. As stated previously, the state-of-the-art approach is
looking at explainability through “model lens”: model-agnostic interpretability, model-specific interpretability, and intrinsically interpretable models. The same “model
lens” is then applied to any problem and any domain. See [16, 18, 36-39] for examples of such previous work. We believe that this way of applying XAI often creates
unnecessary complex situations as different problems require different levels of explainability, and they have different stakeholders and regulations that often might
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require different explanations. For example, in healthcare domain itself, the scenarios
can be very different: explainability of a model in an emergency room scenario, dealing with life-or-death situations, will have different requirements compared to explainability of a model in drug discovery. The importance of the domain for XAI has
also been noted by authors in e.g. [10, 18]. To address this, we suggest applying a
“problem/domain lens” approach to the explainability from the start and using this
approach to (semi-) automatically find the most suitable XAI model for a problem in
a domain and if none is found, develop a new model by combining or redesigning
existing ones or developing completely new problem/domain explainable models
considering relevant explanations, performance, and safety metrics, etc.
While this approach will not mitigate all issues stated, we expect improvements by
capitalizing on the knowledge of the problem/domain in our approach. This makes it
easier to design quality, performance, safety level, needed explanations level and
facilitate human and model collaboration. Let us look at an example in medical imaging:
Problem definition: Using AI to detect and classify type and potential abnormality of
white blood cells in patients’ blood smear images with suspicion of haematological
malignancy.
Potential machine learning algorithms: We know the common machine learning
algorithms applied for such problems – e.g., CNN, Capsule Nets, Visual Transformers, etc. Note that we can also design intrinsically interpretable deep learning models
for image recognition such as adapted versions of CNN like [30] or different architectures like [31, 38-39].
Potential XAI methods: If we are not using an intrinsically interpretable model, we
can use some of the common XAI methods like SHAP [23], LIME [22], gradientbased Grad-CAM [26] or attribution-propagation such as layer-wise relevance propagation (LRP) [32], attention map [38-39] and others to verify that the model is looking at the right pixels/patches in the image for its decision. This is something that our
approach could (semi-) automatically suggest given the problem/domain. Figure 1
below shows one of the experiments we conducted in exploring suitable XAI methods
for the problem we defined above. The figure shows the results of using CNN and
Grad-CAM for Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia (ALL) classifying lymphoblasts on a
blood-smear image of ALL-IDB database [40].

Fig. 1. An example of Grad-CAM implementation on ALL blood smears
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Metrics: We can identify the KPIs that are relevant for this problem and domain,
such as accuracy, number of patients that pathologist can perform this analysis per
day, turnaround time from patient reception to diagnosis, response time for blood
smear analysis. See [33] for more examples.
Stakeholders: For this problem the types of stakeholders such as doctors
(pathologist, haematologist), nurses, patients, and insurance companies. Also, we
need to consider that we might need to discuss with stakeholders what XAI methods
would be acceptable/preferable to them.
Safety and regulatory level: We need to be aware of the regulations, laws, and
standards such as hospital regulations, insurance regulations, GDPR or future Artificial Intelligence Act, etc.
Similar to automated machine learning (AutoML) [41], we are working on expanding this idea to conceptualize a framework/algorithm to automatize XAI for practitioners. The example above is just a short example, however having the knowledge of
the problem and the domain lets us tailor a unique approach of the explainability and
explanations that are relevant, using industry language and standards which makes
them easy to use for the stakeholders. Using the AutoML or AutoXAI idea we could
add a degree of automatism in selecting the right XAI method, parameter optimization, metrics, stakeholders, and regulatory suggestions, and selecting the right level
and type of explanations.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

In conclusion, it is important to address the opportunities and the challenges of explainable AI thus enabling wider use and deployment of explainable machine learning
assisted decision-making support systems in healthcare. As stated in the introductory
chapter, the main objective and contribution of this paper is two-fold: we communicated the summary of our field survey and for easier comprehension and onboarding
to this research field we suggest a synthesized taxonomy for categorizing explainability methods and a summary of opportunities, gaps, and challenges for applying explainability of AI to healthcare.
Secondly, we are investigating with our research question how looking at the problem, the context, and the domain where the ML model will be applied can simplify,
streamline, and personalize the applications of XAI methods. Furthermore, we are
exploring whether this approach be done in an AutoML similar fashion, as AutoXAI,
to support the ML practitioners in applying the right “configuration settings” to a XAI
application.
Our initial experience of the work in progress using this approach shows promise.
In our future work, we will be assessing the results of applying this problem/domain
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lens on explainability and pointing out gaps as well as suggesting future areas of research.
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